An active wavelength-selection algorithm is proposed for mixture identification.
Introduction
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a powerful tool for qualitative and quantitative analysis of chemical mixtures. Mixture analysis typically requires using multivariate techniques since the IR spectra of individual chemicals can overlap significantly. However, not all wavelengths in the IR spectrum are useful. As an example, in the context of multivariate calibration, it has been shown eboth theoretically [1] and experimentally [2] e that accuracy improves if a subset of the wavelengths is selected before conducting multivariate analysis. Accordingly, a number of wavelength selection algorithms have been proposed in the chemometrics literature, including exhaustive search (e.g., branch-and-bound [3] ); randomized search (e.g., genetic algorithms [4] , simulated annealing [5] , ant colony optimization [6] ); and greedy search (e.g., successive projection algorithms [7] , uninformative variable elimination [8] ). These algorithms work well for multicomponent calibration, when the target constituents are known and only their concentrations need to be estimated. In such cases, the linear system is known, so a globally optimal subset (containing a few wavelengths) exists. A more challenging problem is selecting wavelengths when the mixture constituents are unknown. This is the case for mixture identification problems, where the goal is to determine the constituents of a mixture from among a large number of chemicals. While mixture identification problems use the same linear model of multicomponent calibration, and therefore can also benefit from wavelength selection, the linear model becomes ill-defined because the spectral signature of the mixture can vary significantly (i.e., for a library with N constituents there are 2 N possible mixtures). Thus, different wavelength selection strategies are needed depending on how much is known (or can be assumed) about the constituents of the mixture.
To address this issue, we propose an active sensing strategy that interleaves wavelength selection with the sensing process, so that the next wavelength to be sampled is a function of previous measurements. This approach is fundamentally different from those outlined above because it does not generate a fixed "universal" subset of wavelengths but a unique sequence of wavelengths for each analyte. In other words, our approach assumes that the optimum subset of wavelengths is analyte dependent. Starting with an exploratory criterion that samples the spectrum broadly, our active sensing algorithm selects increasingly more relevant (i.e., exploitative) wavelengths as the sensing process continues and its estimates approach the true constituents of the mixture.
Our work builds on a previous algorithm for active wavelength selection [9] based on multi-modal solvers. In that early work, a multi-modal solver was used to generate multiple candidate spectra that fit the measurements well, and the wavelength with maximum variance across the candidate spectra was chosen as the next measurement. However, the multi-modal solver does not scale up to higher-order mixtures since its computational complexity grows with the number of chemicals in the spectral library. To overcome these computational issues, the work present here guides the wavelength selection process with two methods whose complexity grows with the number of wavelengths in the spectrum: Gaussian process regression (GPR) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Namely, we use GPR to reconstruct the spectrum of the unknown mixture eone wavelength at a time, and LDA to select wavelengths that allow us to eliminate irrelevant mixture components from the solution.
Methods
The problem of mixture identification can be formulated as:
where column matrix A is a reference library containing the spectrum for each possible chemical constituent, column vector b denotes the measured spectrum of a mixture, and x represents the concentration (non-negative) of the mixture. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , the goal of mixture identification is to select the correct columns in matrix A, i.e., determine the non-zero elements in the solution vector x. By contrast, the goal of wavelength selection is to find a small number of rows in matrix A that offer good accuracy eFigure 1(b). Wavelength-selection algorithms assume that the identity of the chemicals is known (i.e., the correct columns in matrix A have been preselected), in which case supervised learning can be used to find a subset of wavelengths that maximize the effective rank for the known components. However, if the identity of the components is unknown, the problem becomes ill-defined because then not only the rows but also the columns in matrix A must be selected. This is a paradoxical problem because selecting optimal wavelengths requires knowledge of the mixture components, and identifying those components requires a set of wavelengths to be measured. We address this problem by using an iterative process that alternates between selecting rows (wavelengths) and columns (chemicals), as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) . This requires an active sensing strategy that performs wavelength selection on-the-fly, interleaved with the sensing process. Fig. 2 shows the building blocks of our algorithm for active wavelength selection. At a high level, the algorithm consists of two loops: an inner-loop that performs wavelength selection, and an outer-loop that performs mixture identification. The inner-loop (wavelength selection) operates in two distinctive stages: an initial exploratory stage that aims to reconstruct the entire spectrum, and a later exploitative stage that targets at distinctive regions in the spectrum. The outer-loop (mixture identification) uses a sparse solver to estimate the concentration of the analytes in the mixture. The estimated concentration is then used to identify the analyte and refine the wavelength selection process as it moves from exploration to exploitation. The outer loop is the more computationally intensive of the two, so it is executed once every n-th wavelength measurements. Parameter n provides a balance between computational costs and adaptiveness. We observed empirically that varying n from 1 to 20 had minimal impact on convergence, so we chose the median n¼10 for the work reported here.
Explorative stage
The explorative stage of wavelength selection is guided by Gaussian Process Regression (GPR). Also known as kriging in geostatistics, GPR is an interpolation method that can be used to approximate a smooth arbitrary function using a set of sparse samplings. Fig. 3 illustrates GPR on a toy one-dimensional function. In this example, the goal is to reconstruct the function using a small number of samples. Because of the inherent smoothness of the function, GPR only requires 10 samples to recover it accurately. Also illustrated in Fig. 3 (shaded areas), GPR provides an estimate of the variance of the reconstruction, which indicates how uncertain the estimation is across all wavelengths. As we will see, this variance serves as the utility function for explorative wavelength selection.
Consider the case where we have selected m wavelengths l m ¼ {l 1 ,l 2 ,…,l m } and obtained the corresponding observations normal distributionb GP $ m þ N ð0; R 0 Þ where m is a scalar, and R 0 is a covariance matrix cov(l M ,l M ). The output of GPR is a multivariate distribution N ðb GP ; S GP Þ where S GP is a full covariance matrix whose diagonal elements are S 2 GP . Given input measurements b lm , the best linear unbiased predictor to reconstruct the spectrum can be calculated as [10] :
where R denotes the m Â m (auto)covariance matrix of the sampled wavelengths l m , i.e., cov(l m ,l m ); and r denotes the m Â M covariance matrix between sampled wavelengths l m and all wavelengths l M , i.e., cov(l m ,l M ). Though possible, calculating the full covariance matrix S GP is not necessary in our case because only its diagonal elements are needed for wavelength selection. Accordingly, and following [10, 11] , we calculate these diagonal elements as:
where R, r are the covariance matrices defined above. Constructing theses matrices is non-trivial because covariance matrices must be positive semi-definite. For this purpose, we define a covariance function 1 cov(l i ,l j ) that calculates the covariance between pairs of wavelengths (l i ,l j ) as a weighted sum of three covariance functions, each of which is also positive semi-definite:
where b NNLS is the projection from the concentration x estimated via shrinkage non-negative least squares (sNNLS): b NNLS ¼ Ax. Section 2.2 describes sNNLS in detail. These three terms allow us to impose constraints on the covariance matrix based on the smoothness of the spectrum, previous measurements, and sensor noise, respectively: -The first component, exp(À(l i Àl j ) 2 /r), is known as the squared exponential covariance function [12] . It captures the global smoothness of the spectrum, which is determined by the effective resolution of the sensor and the optics. As such, we assume that this term and its smoothing parameter (r) are analyte independent. -The second component, b NNLS (l i )$ NNLS (l j ), is known as the product covariance function [13] . It allows us to incorporates information from all previous measurements, as captured by the current estimate of the spectrum b NNLS ¼ Ax.
-The third component, d ij s 2 , captures sensor noise. The higher the noise, the less credible each observation is, and the less strongly the model responds to each new observation. We measure sensor noise level beforehand, assuming that it is analyte independent. We add this term to the diagonal of the covariance
Wavelength selection criterion
We guide wavelength selection using the variance S 2 GP ¼ fs 2 l1 ; s 2 l2 ; …; s 2 lM g in equation (3) . Namely, we select the wavelength that maximally reduces this variance. Writing the 
This strategy allows the sampling process to adapt to previous observations and sample unexplored areas. Our implementation allows each wavelength to be sampled multiple times; this helps de-noise measurements at critical wavelengths by averaging multiple observations.
Shrinkage non-negative least squares
Following absorption measurements at each new set of n wavelengths, we use non-negative least squares (NNLS) to generate a new solution vector x. Our NNLS solver is based on the original solver by Lawson [14] , but uses a post-processing step to sparsify the NNLS solution. 4 Namely, we sequentially eliminate the least significant component in the solution vector (i.e., the one with the lowest concentration) until a measure of model complexity ceases to improve. Two measures of complexity are commonly used: the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [15] and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [16] . Both criteria encourage parsimony by penalizing model complexity, but BIC's penalty grows stronger as the number of measurements increases eBIC assumes that only one true model exists. 5 Since our goal is to recover the mixture constituents (which implicitly assumes a true model must exist), we chose BIC for the shrinkage criterion. The BIC score can be calculated as:
where n is the number of non-zero components in the solution x (a measure of model complexity); m is the number of measurements; and L is the likelihood of the model, which can be calculated as:
where s is the spread of the Gaussian noise, and (bÀAx) T (bÀAx) is the sum squared error. Table 1 shows the pseudo-code of the BIC guided shrinkage method.
Exploitative stage
The goal of the initial explorative stage (section 2.1) is to reconstruct the spectrum as closely as possible. As such, the explorative stage has a tendency to overfit the observations by adding new constituents (false-positives) to the solution. This problem occurs when the ground truth is sparse (i.e., the mixture consists of only a few components) and becomes worse as the size of the reference library grows. To address this issue, we switch to an exploitative strategy at the later stages of sensing that allows us to further sparsify the sNNLS solution. Our approach works as follows. Recall that sNNLS generates an overfitting solution x 0 , and then sparsifies it to x via the shrinkage method in Table 1 . Chemical constituents eliminated during this shrinkage step are potential confounders (i.e., false-positives). Accordingly, during the exploitation stage we select wavelengths according to their ability to discriminate between these false-positives and the remaining constituents in the solution, which we treat as an approximation of the ground truth. Fig. 4 illustrates this process. Let x' (p' non-zero entries) be the overfitting sNNLS solution, and x (p < p' non-zero entries) be the sparsified sNNLS solution. Let x Z be the concentration of the eliminated entries x Z ¼ fx Z1 ; x Z2 ; …; x Zz g with indicesZ ¼ fZ 1 ; …; Z z g. To determine the next wavelength to be sampled, we project each eliminated component back to absorbance b Zi ¼ A Zi x Zi where A Zi is the corresponding Z i th column vector in the library matrix A. Then, we calculate the Fisher's Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) solution for the binary discrimination problem (class 1 ¼{b},
The LDA solution (a rotation vector w) provides the direction of maximum discrimination between the final mixture b and the eliminated components fb Z1 ; …; b Zz g. Accordingly, wavelength selection during the exploitative stage follows a random sampling scheme with sampling probability proportional to the absolute value of the linear discriminant jwj:
Switching between exploration and exploitation
The transition from exploration to exploitation (and vice versa) is signaled by the complexity of the solution. Namely, exploration continues for as long as the complexity of the solution continues to increase when more wavelengths are added. Denoting by p (t) the number of non-zero elements at step t, exploration continues for as long as p (t) > p (tÀ1) , and exploitation starts whenever
The algorithm can return at any time from exploitation to exploration (i.e., if p (t) > p (tÀ1) ), though in practice this rarely happens. Estimation results for GPR and sNNLS are illustrated in Fig. 5 (aeb) for low-resolution IR spectra from a Fabry-Perot Interferometer and a library with 8 chemicals esee section 3 for details. The example in Fig. 5(a) shows a case where GPR approximates the ground truth accurately, whereas that in Fig. 5(b) shows a case where it does not. In both cases, however, the sNLLS reconstruction is nearly indistinguishable from the ground truth, regardless of the GPR reconstruction error. The reason for this result is that GPR is only guided by the covariance matrix, whereas the sNNLS solver has access to the library matrix A, which introduces additional constraints about which solutions are feasible. This result is further illustrated in Fig. 5(c,d) for highresolution Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra and a library with 500 chemicals esee section 5 for details. Despite the large discrepancy between GPR and ground truth in certain regions of the spectrum, the sNNLS solver is able to find a (sparse) solution vector that matches the ground-truth ethe example in Fig. 5(d) was chosen to show that the GPR and ground-truth curves are actually different, which may not be obvious from the other three 2 The utility is a scalar that indicates the importance of each wavelength at a particular time, in terms of how much uncertainty would be reduced if absorption at that wavelength was measured; see equation (5) . 3 To initialize the explorative stage of wavelength selection, the first wavelength is selected randomly from the uniform distribution p(l i ) ¼ 1/M. 4 Lawson's NNLS solver generates a feasible solution that normally fits the observations within machine precision. However, for mixture identification with noisy observations, overfitting often leads to the addition of unneeded components (i.e. false positives) to the solution vector x. 5 Asymptotically, the BIC score reaches the lowest point when a true model is found [16] .
figures.
Materials
We evaluated the proposed active wavelength selection algorithm on a prototype chemical detection instrument based on a tunable Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI). Illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , the instrument consists of a broadband IR lamp that illuminates the sample in a gas cell, where IR radiation is absorbed at different wavelengths depending on the chemical makeup of the sample; a focusing lens that projects the transmitted radiation onto the FPI sensor; and the FPI sensor itself, which can be tuned to sample one Table 1 Pseudo-code for the BIC guided shrinkage procedure. Fig. 4 . Illustration of exploitative wavelength selection. Wavelengths are selected to maximize discrimination between the reconstructed spectrum for the sparse sNNLS solution and the reconstructed spectrum of those constituents that were removed from the solution during the sparsification step. Fig. 5 . Reconstruction results on (aeb) low-resolution spectra from the Fabry-Perot Interferometer described in section 3, and (ced) high-resolution spectra from the NIST Webbook database [17] .
individual wavelength at a time by adjusting the distance between the two mirrors in the FPI. For the experiments described here, we used a mid-infrared FPI (LFP-80105, InfraTec GmbH) with 107 tunings (absorption lines) in the range 8e10.5 mm, coupled with a collimated broadband IR source (INTX 20-1000-R; EOC, Inc.) modulated at 10 Hz and 50% duty cycle. We mounted a 10 cm gas cell (66001-10A; Specac, Inc.) with ZnSe window (602L08; Specac, Inc.) and a ZnSe focusing lens (LA7542F, Thorlabs, Inc.). The FPI, IR source and sample cell were mounted onto an opto-mechanics fixture (Thorlabs, Inc.) to ensure precise alignment. The FPI device was controlled using Matlab™ through a USB evaluation board provided by the vendor. We demodulated the FPI signals using the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT 6 ):
where f corresponds to the frequency of interest (10 Hz), s(,) represents the time-series signal from the FPI, which contains the 10 Hz modulation from the IR source, T corresponds to the sampling interval, and n denotes the sample index. Gas samples are delivered to the sample cell as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . Vapors from the headspace of 30 mm glass vials are drawn using negative pressure with a pump connected downstream from the sample cell. The pump is modulated at 0.125 Hz with 20% duty cycle to avoid exhausting the headspace and therefore keep the sample concentration relatively stable. Two diluters (1010 precision gas diluter, Custom Sensor Solutions, Inc.) independently mix the foreground and background sample vapors with dry air. Since water and carbon dioxide have major peaks outside of the FPI range (8 e 10.5 mm), air has a negligible contribution to the spectrum.
Chemical library and mixtures
For experimental validation purposes, we selected eight VOCs e five pure chemicals and three household paint-thinners e with absorption peaks in the range of our sensor (8e10.5 mm). Table 2 lists the eight chemicals and their effective components. Sample spectra from these chemicals, as measured by the FPI, are shown in Fig. 7 . Experiments were conducted in a laboratory environment at a temperature of 22.2 C and standard atmospheric pressure of 760 mmHg.
The large number of potential mixtures for these eight chemicals (2 8 À1 ¼ 255) means that only a small portion of these testing mixtures can be tested, and even fewer of them resolved given the low spectral resolution of our FPI device. Rather than selecting mixtures randomly from this large space, we instead decided to carefully select a small number of mixtures that would allow us to characterize the active-sensing framework across a broad range of problems: from simple mixtures (single component, distinctive) to complex mixtures (multiple components, and less distinctive). Specifically, we use condition numbers 7 to measure the correlation among spectra within a set A. Given a mixture with components S, we compute their contribution to the condition number of the library A as:
where cond(,) denotes condition number, A contains all the reference spectra and A ÀS contains all reference spectra except the S constituents in the mixture. Intuitively, the higher this number is, the more correlated these S analytes are to the rest of the constituents in the library, and therefore the harder it is to distinguish them from other constituents. Using this measure, we ranked the 255 possible mixtures and selected a subset of them for further testing (shown in Table 3 ). Mixtures with difficulty scores above D S > 120 were not considered since they cannot be identified reliably using the low-resolution spectra provided by our FPI device. Instead, we supplement our experimental validation (section 4) with results on synthetic data from a database of high-resolution spectra from Fourier-transform infrared spectrometry (section 5). Fig. 7 . The spectra of the eight chemicals collected from the FPI sensor. 6 We used the continuous frequency DTFT in contrast to the more common discrete frequency DTFT because the target frequency needs to coincide with the modulating frequency (10 Hz) to achieve the highest accuracy. 
Results on experimental data
In a first experiment, we examined the global smoothness parameter r in equation (4) . For this purpose, we collected five replicate spectra for each chemical (5Â 8 spectra) at 100% concentration to achieve the highest signal-to-noise ratio. For each setting of parameter r, we generated a smoothed spectrum for each replicate. Then, for each chemical, we removed one of the 5 replicates and computed the mean squared error (MSE) between that replicate and the average spectrum of the remaining four replicates (i.e., in a leave-one-out fashion). We repeated this process with parameters ranging from r ¼ 0.2 mm to r ¼ 2 mm for each chemical, and calculated the average MSE as the performance metric. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , a smoothing value of r ¼ 1.2 mm provides the optimal performance, which suggests that our sensor has an effective resolution of 1.2 mm when GPR is used for reconstruction.
This value of the smoothness parameter was used for the remaining experiments.
In a second experiment, we compared our active wavelengthselection algorithm against a state-of-the-art passive algorithm, which served as a baseline. The passive algorithm was the successive projection algorithm (SPA) of Araújo et al. [7] , which we implemented in Matlab™ following the description in Ref. [7] . SPA is a greedy algorithm that uses the sequential orthogonal projections of the Gram-Schmidt procedure. SPA iteratively adds one wavelength at a time: the one that is minimally correlated to the previously selected wavelengths. In this way, SPA ensures that the selected set of wavelengths is minimally redundant. To keep other variables invariant, we only replace the wavelength selection algorithm (that is, the inner loop in Fig. 2 ) with SPA.
To avoid making assumptions about which chemical is present, we trained SPA on reference spectra from the eight chemicals in our library, collected using our FPI device. The acquired SPA wavelength sequence then replaced the inner-loop in our framework. For evaluation purposes, we ran both algorithms until each converged to the ground truth, which we defined as the algorithm identifying the analyte correctly for ten steps in a row, or until an upper limit of 200 steps was reached, in which case the algorithms were halted. Thus, the number of wavelengths used by each method was different, depending on how many observations were needed to reach convergence. We compared the two algorithms on the basis of three criteria: -Efficiency, measured as the total number of steps needed to converge (excluding the ten steps required for confirmation). Instances where the algorithm reached the 200-step limit were not included in this measure. The lower this number, the more efficient the wavelength selection strategy is. -Stability: measured as the standard deviation of the number of steps required to converge. As with efficiency, instances where the algorithm reached the 200-step limit were not considered. The lower the standard deviation is, the more stable the algorithm is. -Reliability: measured as the proportion of times the algorithm converged to the correct solution within the maximum of 200 steps; i.e. converging to the wrong solution was treated as failure to converge. The higher the classification rate is, the more reliable the algorithm is.
We tested both algorithms 25 times for each of the analytes in Table 3 , for a total of 9 Â 25 ¼ 225 tests. The sequence of tests was selected randomly to eliminate ordering effects, and the gas cell was purged with air before each test to avoid residual buildup. Fig. 9(aec) summarizes the results in terms of efficiency, stability, and reliability, respectively. Our active framework outperforms SPA across analytes both in terms of efficiency and stability. However, the performance gap diminishes as the complexity of the analyte increases. This is an expected result because the more complex chemical identification problems require an increasingly broader coverage of the spectrum, which eventually becomes equivalent to using a passive strategy. Efficiency and stability allow us to compare the two strategies when they reach a solution within the allotted 200 steps. In contrast, the last measure (reliability) considers all instances -those for which the algorithm converged, and those for which it did not -to determine how often each particular strategy found the correct solution. The results in Fig. 9(c) show that the active strategy has a higher likelihood of finding the correct solution than SPA. While SPA struggles to find the correct solution, even Fig. 8 . Reconstruction error as a function of the smoothing parameter (r) in equation (4). Fig. 9 . Performance comparison between active and passive wavelength selection on experimental data in terms of (a) efficiency, (b) stability, and (c) reliability.
for simple analytes (such as TBA, EA, IA), the active strategy identifies the correct chemical the vast majority of the times.
Results on synthetic data
To provide a more thorough evaluation than what is possible experimentally, we also analyzed the active sensing algorithm on a large dataset of synthetic IR spectra. The dataset contained Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra with 660 spectral lines from 500 chemicals in the NIST Webbook database [17] . To simulate the potential spectral resolution of FPIs, we convolved the FTIR spectra with a Gaussian filter of 0.1 mm spread. Each spectrum was then normalized to sum up to one. For the experiments that follow, we compared our active sensing algorithm against SPA. In all cases, we allowed the algorithms to sample each wavelength multiple times.
The difficulty of a mixture problem can vary dramatically, e.g., a badly conditioned two-component mixture can be unsolvable while a well-conditioned 20-component mixture can be easily identified. For this reason, we designed a mixture construction policy so that the chosen problems would be neither trivial nor unsolvable. Namely, we randomly selected a large number of 50-component 8 mixtures and calculated their classification rate with a set noise level. 9 We then selected five mixtures that could be correctly classified 1%e10% of the times. For each of these five 50-component mixtures, we sequentially removed one component at a time to form chemical mixtures of a lower order; this process ensures a gradual transition in problem complexity from hard to easy. For each of the resulting 250 mixtures (50 Â 5), we evaluated the active and passive algorithms 40 times, each time with randomly added noise, for 10,000 cases. The maximum number of allowable measurements was set to 5,000. Following procedures described in section 4, we used the average number of steps to converge, variance, and classification rate as measures of efficiency, stability, and reliability, respectively. Fig. 10(aeb) shows the average and standard deviation of the number of measurements required to converge, averaged over 200 tests (40 Â 5) per mixture. These results are consistent with those in the experimental section, and show that active sensing outperforms its passive counterpart across all analytes. As before, the "active-sensing advantage" diminishes as the number of constituents in the mixture grows; for a mixture of 50 chemicals, active and passive algorithms have similar efficiency. In terms of stability, however, the active algorithm remains significantly more stable than the passive approach across all mixtures. This is an added advantage of using an approach that adapts to the characteristics of each analyte. Lastly, Fig. 10(c) shows the reliability of the two algorithms, measured as the classification rate across all tests eregardless of whether or not they converged. Active sensing maintains a 100% classification rate up until 50-component mixtures, whereas its passive counterpart fluctuates and rarely reaches a 100% classification rate esee Fig. 10(d) for a close-up view. Both algorithms collapse for mixtures containing more than 50 components, 10 which suggests that the measurements have reached the intrinsic dimensionality of the underlying linear system. In a final experiment, we examined the exploration and exploitation stages independently. If we consider the concentration space x, the exploration stage tends to add more constituents to reduce the reconstruction error of the spectrum, whereas the exploitative stage tends to remove constituents to accelerate convergence. Thus, the sparsity of the solution vector x is a good indicator of how well each stage performs. Let the relative sparsity of solution x be measured as p ¼ kxk 0 =kx true k 0 where x true denotes the ground truth and k$k 0 denotes the l 0 norm of a vector (i.e., number of non-zero entries). Fig. 11(a) shows the average relative sparsity for 1-component analytes when we increase the number of steps from 1 to 100 for both methods. During exploration, the complexity of the solution increases monotonically until . Relative sparsity of the solution for the active and passive algorithms during the first 100 steps for mixtures with increasing number of components m ¼ {1, 11, 21, 31, 41, 51}. 8 We also evaluated mixtures containing more than 50 constituents. However, classification rates for both algorithms collapse to nearly zero as the number of constituents goes beyond 50. This suggests that the solver has reached the maximum effective resolvability of the spectral library. 9 We added white noise with standard deviation at 1% of the median value of all absorption spectra in the library. 10 In reality, because of nonlinear interactions between constituents, the linear model we are using here will not be reliable enough for higher-order mixtures.
approximately eight measurements; this result suggests that as few as eight steps (out of 660 wavelengths) suffice to capture the overall structure of the spectrum using GPR. Compared to the passive algorithm, active sensing grows the solution more slowly during exploration, which reduces the overshoot and consequently accelerates convergence during the exploitation stage. During the subsequent exploitation stage, the active algorithm arrives at the ground truth relatively early (less than 40 steps) whereas the passive method takes an extra 60 steps. Fig. 11 (bef) shows the average sparsity over time for mixtures containing 11, 21, 31, 41 and 51 components. The "active-sensing advantage" is most prominent at lower-order mixtures; as the complexity of the mixture grows, both methods take more steps to convergence. In the extreme case of a 51-component mixture, the exploitative stage becomes ineffective. This result suggests that the system has reached the maximum resolvability of the spectrum for the given spectral library and noise level. Interestingly, even in this extreme case, the explorative stage maintains a more controlled complexity growth rate than the passive algorithm. Finally, we illustrate how the solution space evolves for the two algorithms: passive and active. For this purpose we choose a 15 chemical mixture problem, and only show the first 250 chemicals in the solution space. Results are shown in Fig. 12 ; white horizontal traces represent non-zero elements in the solution. As shown, the active sensing algorithm converges faster to the solution and its intermediate solutions contain fewer false positives than those of the passive sensing algorithm. As active sensing aggressively leverages any intermediate results to sparsify the false-positives, additional measurements are beneficial. In contrast, since the passive algorithm always assumes each constituent is equally likely, it is more likely to introduce irrelevant wavelengths as the number of sensing steps increases.
Conclusions
Off-line wavelength selection strategies work well for multicomponent calibration, where the identity of the target analytes is known and one seeks to estimate their relative concentration in the mixture. Because the optimal set of wavelengths is analyte dependent, knowledge of the mixture components ensures that an optimal set does exist. Wavelength selection becomes more challenging when the mixture components are unknown, as is the case in mixture identification problems. In mixture identification, the goal is to identify the constituents in a mixture from among a long list of chemicals in a large spectral library. The combinatorial nature of this problem makes it a poor match for off-line wavelength selection strategies. Instead, mixture identification problems require an adaptive strategy to wavelength selection.
To address this need, we have proposed an active sensing strategy that interleaves wavelength selection with the sensing process. The algorithm operates in two distinctive regimes: an exploration stage (based on Gaussian processes) that selects wavelengths to minimize the reconstruction error of the spectrum; and an exploitation stage (based on Linear Discriminant Analysis) that selects wavelengths to sparsify the intermediate least squares solutions. Both stages are unsupervised, and do not require the conventional training-validation process. The method is also computationally efficient, making it suitable for portable platforms with limited computation resources.
We evaluated our approach on experimental data from a FabryPerot interferometer and synthetic data from high-resolution FTIR spectra, and compared it against a state-of-the-art passive strategy (the successive projection algorithm). For the experimental comparison, we use single components and binary mixtures from a library of eight chemicals. For a more comprehensive evaluation, we used synthetic data containing up to 50-component mixtures from a library of five hundred chemicals. Both experimental and simulation results suggest that the active approach outperforms passive approach in terms of efficiency, stability, and reliability. Our results e both experimental and in simulation e show an "active-sensing advantage" for mixtures containing a few 11 components. Fig. 12 . Evolution of the solution space for (a) active and (a) passive wavelength selection. The inset on top of (a) denotes when the active sensing algorithm switches between explorative and exploitative search. 11 In our experience, this number is in the order of 10% of the number of chemicals in the library, but the number depends on the complexity of the library. On a library containing many similar spectra the number would be lower than in a library in which spectra are orthogonal.
